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The confined environment presented by layered transition metal oxides is conducive to a variety of
chemical reactions. Despite intense interest in these materials, little is known regarding the microscopic
details relevant to their catalytic activity. We characterize aspects of the dynamics governing a redox
reaction in the interlayer environment between manganese dioxide sheets. The nonequilibrium solvation
dynamics surrounding charge transfer between an ion and the surface are highly non-linear and exhibit
long-time relaxation that is governed by collective dynamics. These dynamics are rationalized in terms of
structural rearrangements, allowing connections to be made to more complex reactions in these
materials.
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1. Introduction

Layered manganese dioxides, known as birnessites, hold pro-
mise as water oxidation catalysts [1–4]. Between the two-
dimensional MnO2 layers of birnessite is a highly confined, single
layer of water and cations [5–7], and this unique confined environ-
ment is conducive to redox chemistry. However, little information
is known about the microscopic structure and dynamics surround-
ing reactivity in the highly confined interlayer region, illustrated in
Fig. 1.

We recently reported an investigation of the structure in the
interlayer solution [8]. In particular, we uncovered unique ion
hydration structures resulting from a competition between
water-water, water-surface, and water-ion interactions. The con-
fined water acts as a two-dimensional fluid of dipoles, and cations
typically share hydration shells due to a high concentration of ions
in the interlayer (roughly 3:1 water:cation), qualitatively evi-
denced by the snapshot shown in Fig. 1. Water molecules shared
between cations are frustrated, in the classic sense that they can-
not adopt a unique orientation that minimizes their energy.

The appearance of frustrated hydration in two-dimensional
confinement has a profound effect on the thermodynamics of
charge transfer between ions and the surface [8]. Frustration
enhances fluctuations of water molecules that are relevant to
charge transfer, leading to non-Gaussian free energy landscapes.
This non-Gaussian nature lowers the free energetic barrier for
charge transfer beyond expectations from Marcus theory, which
predicts parabolic free energy landscapes [9]. An increase in charge
transfer rates accompanies the lowering of this barrier.

In order to understand chemical reactions like electron transfer,
especially in unique environments like that presented by confine-
ment within layered manganese dioxides, one needs to move
beyond the static, equilibrium picture provided by thermodynamic
calculations. In particular, solvent dynamics can significantly
impact the nature of chemical reactivity [10–15]. Moreover, such
dynamics can also significantly impact our understanding of
multi-step chemical processes involving electron transfer
reactions.

In this work we examine the dynamics of solvation surrounding
electron transfer reactions involving hydrated cations confined
between layered manganese dioxide sheets. Solvation dynamics
can be significantly influenced by confinement effects [16–20]
and nearby interfaces [17,21–28]. The existence of an underlying
non-Gaussian free energy landscape [8] leads to violations of linear
response theory in the non-equilibrium relaxation following a
charge transfer event. These non-linear features originate in frus-
trated ion hydration structures, and the complex relaxation pro-
cess can be rationalized in terms of local structural relaxation of
water molecules in the hydration shell of the charge transfer site.
We also detail the existence of long relaxation times — on the order
of ns — which are governed by collective dynamics that control
translational diffusion within the interlayer. We then conclude
with a discussion of how understanding the origins of such long
relaxation times may impact the study of step-wise reaction mech-
anisms involving charge transfer in similar environments.
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Fig. 2. The nonequilibrium response function does not equal its equilibrium
counterparts even approximately, SðtÞ – CkðtÞ, respectively. Shaded regions indicate
one standard error.

Fig. 1. Snapshot of the aqueous solution confined between the layered MnO2 sheets
of birnessite. Oxygen atoms are colored red, hydrogen atoms are white, manganese
are colored pink, and potassium ions are green. The redox active ion undergoing a
change in charge state (M) is indicated by the blue sphere near the center of the
figure. Some molecules have been omitted for clarity. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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2. Non-equilibrium relaxation dynamics in response to charge
transfer are non-linear

We characterize the nonequilibrium relaxation dynamics of the
system through the response function [29,30]

SðtÞ ¼ DEðtÞ � DEð1Þ
DEð0Þ � DEð1Þ ; ð1Þ

where FðtÞ indicates a nonequilibrium average of an observable FðtÞ
over trajectories propagated with the solute in its excited (oxidized)
state, but prepared with initial states sampled from the Boltzmann
distribution corresponding to the ground (reduced) state. Here, the
ground state of the model redox ion (blue in Fig. 1) corresponds to a
charge of q ¼ þ1, such that the ion is equivalent to all others in the
system. The excited state is obtained when q ¼ þ2, where the
negative charge has transferred to the nearest Mn site, following
previous work [8]. The nonequilibrium averages were computed
over 70 initial configurations with 20 trajectories per configuration,
each initialized with randomized velocity distributions. Here,
DEðtÞ � DEðRðtÞÞ is the energy gap between the ground and excited
states [9,13,29–32], defined as the difference between the respec-
tive Hamiltonians H0 and H1 in configuration RðtÞ at time t,

DEðRðtÞÞ ¼ H1ðRðtÞÞ � H0ðRðtÞÞ; ð2Þ
where Hk is in general the Hamiltonian of state k.

If the system responds linearly, the nonequilibrium correlation
function SðtÞ is equal to the equilibrium time correlation function
of the energy gap [29,30],

CkðtÞ ¼ dDEðtÞdDEð0Þh ik
ðdDEð0ÞÞ2

D E
k

; ð3Þ

where Fh ik indicates an equilibrium ensemble average of F over
configurations sampled under the Hamiltonian Hk, and dDEðtÞ ¼
DEðtÞ � DEh i. CkðtÞ was computed by averaging over the results
obtained from 16 trajectories with independent initial conditions
taken from an equilibrium simulation 100 ns in duration. Each tra-
jectory in the k ¼ 1 state was equilibrated for at least an additional
10 ns before computing C1ðtÞ. This averaging over initial conditions
is necessary because of the slow dynamics in this system.

The above response functions are shown in Fig. 2 and illustrate
that SðtÞ – CkðtÞ, although C1ðtÞ more closely mimics the general
features of SðtÞ. This is not surprising since both SðtÞ and C1ðtÞ
are evolving in time under the same Hamiltonian, H1; similar con-
clusions have been drawn in simpler systems [33]. The violation of
linear response theory illustrated in Fig. 2 is largely a result of a
non-Gaussian free energy landscape underlying the charge transfer
process. We note that non-stationarity of even Gaussian free
energy landscapes under time evolution also contribute to viola-
tions of linear response theory [34].

We find that multiple timescales are involved in the decay of
SðtÞ, the features of which can be traced to their molecular origins.
This is now detailed below.
3. Molecular origins of non-linear relaxation

3.1. Relaxation dynamics are Gaussian at very short times

Despite the differences in the three correlation functions shown
in Fig. 2, the initial rapid decay of SðtÞ is captured equally well by
both C0ðtÞ and C1ðtÞ, suggesting Gaussian time character at short
times governed by the inertial motion of solvent molecules
[33,35–39], despite the total nonequilibrium response being non-
Gaussian. Indeed, the Gaussian approximation to the dynamics
CGðtÞ accurately captures the short-time relaxation behavior, as
evidenced in Fig. 2, where

CGðtÞ ¼ e�x
2
k t

2=2 ð4Þ
and

x2
k ¼

ðdD _EÞ2
D E

k

ðdDEÞ2
D E

k

; ð5Þ

such that the dot indicates a time derivative and the ensemble aver-
ages can be performed over either end point. We find
x0 ¼ 62� 15 ps�1 andx1 ¼ 68� 17 ps�1, where the error bars rep-
resent the standard error between the trajectories averaged to



Fig. 3. The salient features of the nonequilibrium energy gap response function SðtÞ
agree well with those of the nonequilibrium response function characterizating the
orientational relaxation of water in ion hydration shells, SDKðtÞ, indicating that the
local reorientation of hydration waters underpins the nature of solvation dynamics
at short times. At longer times, solvation dynamics are dominated by slow
translational dynamics, exemplified by the coordination number response function
SNO ðtÞ. Data in panel (a) for 1 ps trajectories is obtained with higher resolution than
the 1 ns in panel (b). Dashed lines in (b) are fits to stretched exponential functions.
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obtain x. Because x0 � x1;CGðtÞ is nearly identical for both end
states, in agreement with the initial decays of C0ðtÞ and C1ðtÞ.

3.2. Local orientational response creates initial deviations from
Gaussianity

The Gaussian relaxation at short times is dominated by inertial
effects and determines the smallest relaxation time. On picosecond
timescales, the relaxation is bimodal, and the relaxation on inter-
mediate times does not result from such inertial effects. Instead,
this relaxation time is dictated by the response of the solvent,
and water in particular.

We find that the short-time response to charge transfer is dom-
inated by the local response of water molecules in the hydration
shell of the charge transfer site. This local orientational response
of hydration shell water molecules can be quantified by the
response function

SDKðtÞ ¼ cos hDKðtÞ � cos hDKð1Þ
cos hDKð0Þ � cos hDKð1Þ : ð6Þ

Here, hDK is the angle that the dipole moment of a water molecule
makes with the vector connecting that water’s oxygen site to the
center of the charge transfer ion, averaged over the three water
molecules closest to the ion.

As shown in Fig. 3, the initial Gaussian short-time decay of SðtÞ
is not quantitatively described by SDKðtÞ, because the latter correla-
tion function does not quantify translational relaxation processes,
although the initial relaxation time is captured. The qualitative fea-
tures of SðtÞ on these time-scales are mirrored by those of SDKðtÞ;
oscillations in both functions are in phase. This suggests that the
subpicosecond behavior of SðtÞ is dominated by the local relaxation
of water molecules in the hydration shell of the charge transfer
species. Longer-ranged reorganizations involving water and ions
outside of the first hydration shell may have a minor role in this
short-time process, but their dominant contribution is to the
long-time relaxation of SðtÞ.

3.3. Slow and collective translational dynamics govern intermediate to
long time response

As a measure of the translational solvation dynamics, we mon-
itor the relaxation of the number of the water oxygen atoms NO in
the hydration shell of the redox ion through the correlation
function

SNO ðtÞ ¼
NOðtÞ � NOð1Þ
NOð0Þ � NOð1Þ : ð7Þ

Here, the coordination number NOðtÞ is defined as the number of
oxygen atoms within 0.3 nm of the ion, which is the location of
the first minimum in the ion-water pair correlation function with
the ion in its oxidized state. The coordination structure of the ion
significantly differs between the end states, with NOh i0 � 3 and
NOh i1 � 4, evidenced by the pair density distribution functions
shown in Fig. 4. Moreover, the change in water coordination is
accompanied by expulsion of ions from the coordination shell due
to the increase in ionic charge-charge repulsions and dipole-
charge repulsions induced by the orientational ordering of water
molecules.

On a timescale on the order of 1 ps, the sudden change in ionic
charge simply pulls nearby waters closer, and the relaxation of
SNO ðtÞ closely follows that of SðtÞ, indicating that this local change
in coordination number determines the relaxation behavior on this
timescale. However, both SNO ðtÞ and SðtÞ do not fully relax on this
timescale, and the coordination number has not yet reached that
of the fully equilibrated end state. We anticipate that complex
rearrangements of the hydration shell must occur for the system
to fully relax. These rearrangements require translation of atoms
in the complex environment of the interlayer that occur on time-
scales longer than water reorientation.

Indeed, the longest relaxation time of SðtÞ; s, coincides with the
long-time decay of SNO ðtÞ, as shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, the long-
time relaxation is consistent with a stretched exponential form,
indicative of collective dynamics reminiscent of glassy systems
[40–42]. We have also observed other signatures in the interlayer
that suggest cooperativity in the dynamics of confined water and
ions, and this is to be detailed in a forthcoming publication. A fit
of the long-time behavior of SðtÞ to the stretched exponential
[40,41]

f ðtÞ ¼ f 0 þ f 1e
�ðt=sÞa ð8Þ

yields s ¼ 2999 ps, in agreement with a similar fitting of SNO ðtÞ,
yielding s ¼ 3000 ps, both with a ¼ 0:24; the parameters f 0 and f 1



Fig. 4. In plane pair densities for potassium ions (K) and oxygen sites (O) around
the model redox active ion (M) in the reduced (k ¼ 0) and oxidized (k ¼ 1) states.
The first peak in the oxygen density moves to smaller distances and significantly
increases in height upon oxidation, while the Kþ peak moves to larger distances,
indicating exchange of ions for water in the hydration shell of the redox ion. The
distance in the two-dimensional plane is indicated by rk .
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vary between the two fits. Thus, we conclude that the slowest relax-
ation time s in response to charge transfer corresponds mainly to
the dynamics surrounding an increase in the ion coordination num-
ber, and the timescale for this increase in coordination number is
set by the collective dynamics required to translate a fourth water
molecule into the ion hydration shell.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we have characterized the response of water and
ions in the interlayer of birnessite to a charge transfer event,
wherein a single ion is oxidized by undergoing electron transfer
with the MnO2 surface. Understanding the molecular details sur-
rounding electron transfer and similar events in this and analogous
materials is critical to understand their utility in catalytic
applications.

Knowledge of the nature of water relaxation in response to
charge transfer events will aid in future studies of the mechanism
of water oxidation in birnessite. We find that the non-linear relax-
ation proceeds on three time-scales. The first is Gaussian and gov-
erned by inertial response that is not unique to this system or
process. The second timescale is controlled by local structural rear-
rangements of the ionic hydration shell, namely water reorienta-
tion and translation within the coordination shell, without
significant changes in coordination number. A key finding is that
there exists a third, much longer relaxation time on the order of
several nanoseconds that accompanies a change in coordination
number of the redox species. This relaxation process arises from
slow, collective dynamics in the system that facilitate the move-
ment of water and ions within the interlayer and is similar in spirit
to what is observed in glassy systems [40–42] and at complex
interfaces with tightly bound waters [43,44].

The slow relaxation time arising from collective dynamics is
important in understanding reaction mechanisms and overall
chemical dynamics in this material. As an example, consider the
following simple two-step reaction in birnessite: (i) an electron
is transferred from an ion to the surface and (ii) this induces bond
breaking in a nearby molecule. If step (ii) occurs within a few
nanoseconds after step (i), the system may not be in equilibrium,
even locally. In fact, because the relaxation process is closely tied
to structural rearrangements, the solvation structure around the
redox site may be substantially different from what one would
expect at equilibrium. Thus, any study of such reaction mecha-
nisms and their associated thermodynamics should account for
the possible nonequilibrium structures and associated fields in this
system.

5. Simulation details

Following our previous work [8], simulations were performed
with the GROMACS5 software package [45], and the CLAYFF force
field [46] was used to describe the the K+ ions and transition metal
oxide surface, modified to include Mn interaction potentials [47].
The MnO2 sheets were held fixed in their crystal structure [7,6],
although the distance between the sheets was set to the equilib-
rium value determined previously for the CLAYFF parameters
[47]. We mimicked an open system by leaving the edges of the bir-
nessite along one axis open to water reservoirs, which were kept in
equilibrium with vapor. This allows the system to be held at a con-
stant pressure equal to that at water-vapor coexistence. All simu-
lations were performed in the canonical ensemble (constant
NVT), with the temperature maintained at T ¼ 300 K using the
canonical velocity-rescaling thermostat of Bussi et al. [48]. Water
was modeled using the extended simple point charge model
(SPC/E) [49], in accord with the parameterization of CLAYFF [46].
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